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INTERP OLATING VARIETIES
FOR WEIGHTED SPACES
OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS IN Cn
CARLOS A . BERENSTEIN AND BAO QIN L I
Abstract
We prove in this paper that a given discrete variety V in Cn is an
interpolating variety for a weight p if and only if V is a subset of th e
variety {e E Cn : fl (1) = f2 (1) = • • • = f n (e) = O} of m functions
f1, • • • , fm in the weighted space the sum of whose directional
derivatives in absolute value is not less than E exp(—Cp(()), ( E
V for some constants E, C > O . The necessary and sufficient
conditions will be also given in terms of the Jacobian matrix of
f , • • • , f,n. . As a corollary, we solve an open problem posed by
Berenstein and Taylor about interpolation for discrete varieties .
1. Introduction . In this note, we shall study the problem of finding
necessary and sufficient conditions for a given discrete subset of Cn to be
interpolating for spaces of entire functions in several complex variables
satisfying growth conditions .
Let V = {Oc} be a discrete subset of Cn and p(O, _,
(, . .•
, ~n ) E
Cn, a plurisubharmonic weight function on Cn . We consider the follow-
ing interpolation problem : under what conditions is it true that far any
sequence {a k } of complex numbers satisfying the growth condition
lkE N :_ {1, 2, • • • }
for some constants A, B > O, there exists an entire function f on Cn such
that f((k ) = ak and f satisfies the same kind of estimate for E en ,
namely, f E A(C) or equivalentl y
.Í < A'exp (B'p(1) )
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for some constants A ' , B' ~ O . We will then say that V is an interpolating
variety (for the weight p or the space Ap (Cn } } .
In the case when V is a complete intersection and defined by so-called
slowly decreasing functions, some interpolation results have been known
in [BT2], where a vector function F = (F1 , F2 , • • • , Fn } , Fi E Ap (Cn ) ,
is called slowly decreasing if and only if there exist e, C, C1 , C2 > 0 such
that
(i) the connected components of the set S(F ; E, C) are bounded ,
where S(F ; E, C) = {e E Cn : 1= ( = I1)I2)h/2 <
E exp(—Cp(e)} } ; and
(u) if SZ is a component of S(F ; E, C), then p(l) Ç C1p(w) + C2 , for
allwESZ.
Note that the definition depends on the weight function p. F may
be slowly decreasing for one weight and not for another . We refer to
[BT2] for a class of examples of slowly decreasing functions . With this
notion, the interpolation theorem in [BT2I about discrete varieties can
be stated as follows :
Let F = (F1 , F2 , • • • , Fa ), Fi E Ap(Cn ) , be slowly decreasing . Assume
further that the points {k} of F(1) = 0 are simple ; that is ,
det JF ((k ) 0 (JFW = Jacobian matrix of F) .
Then V = {ÇO is interpolating for Ap(Cn ) if and only if there exist
constants c > 0, C > 0 such that
1 ? e exp(—Cp((k)), k E N .
For n = 1, p(z) = p(1 z 1), this result is due to A. F. Leont'ev [L] . For
n = 1, p(z) = ~ Im z i + log (1 + lzD, this result is due to Ehrenpreis an d
Malliavin [EMI . For n = 1 and general weights p, this result is given in
[BT1] .
Note that the aboye result only applies to the case of discrete varieties
V = {(k} which are exactly complete intersections of ri slowly decreasing
functions F1 , F2 , • • • , En , i .e . ,
V = Z(F1 , Fa, . . . , Fam ) := {1 E Cn : FI(1) = F2(1) = . . . = Fn (e) }
with F = (F1 , F2 , • • • , Fn } slowly decreasing . It was pointed out in
[BT2, p. 210] that the case when the variety is nat such a complet e
intersection seems to be quite different . Therefore it is a natural goal to
try to find conditions without the aboye hypotheses on the varieties, in
particular, to find conditions necessary and sufficient for interpolation
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which apply to any given discrete variety. We shall salve this problem in
the present note . It turns out, roughly speaking, that a discrete variety
V is interpolating for p if and only if V is a subset of the analytic variety
Z~f~ , • • • , f,~ } for m(> n) functions f1 , • • • , f,,.t E Ap the sum of whose
directional derivatives in absolute value is not "too small" (see Theorem
2 .5) . As a corollary, we salve an open problern posed by Berenstein and
Taylor in [BT3, p. 10] about interpolation far discrete varieties (see
Remark 2 .8) .
2 . Definitions and results . First of all, let us fix the notation s
which we shall use throughout this paper .
A plurisubharmonic function p : Cn--*[0, oo) is called a weight function
if it satisfies the following conditions (c .f. [BT2]) :
(2 .1) log(l + lel 2 ) = O(p(0)
and there exist constants Cl and C2 such that — wi < 1 implies
(2 .2) p() cip(w) + C2 .
Definition 2.1 . Let A(Cn ) be the ring of all entire functions on
Cn .Then
Ap = Ap(Cn ) =
= {f E A(Cn ) : lAexp(Bp()) for some A, B > 0} .
It is not the specific conditions on p which are important, but rather
their consequences for the ring Ap . It follows from (2.1) that Ap (Cn )
contains the polynomials and, from (2.2), that f E Ap(Cn ) implies
á~ E Ap(Cn) (see e .g. [HoJ) . One can replace (2.2) by the fol-
lowing Hórmander's condition ([Ho]) : there exist four positive con-
stants c 1 , • • • , c4 such that — wi Ç exp(—c ip(w) — C2) implies that
pW Ç c3p(w) + c4 . We use (2 .2) only for the sake of convenience .
Remark 2.2 . The two basic examples of such weight functions are
p (O = lCV(p > 0) and (C) = ~ Im el + log ( 1 + 11 2 ) corresponding to the
space Ap of all entire functions of order Ç p and finite type and the space
E' (Rn ) of Fourier transforms of distributions with compact support in
Rn (see e .g . [El) .
Definition 2.3 . Let V = {(k} be a discrete variety on Cn , i .e ., a
discrete sequence in Cn with 1(k ~ fi oo as k ~ oo. Then
Ap(V) = {a = {ak}kEN : 2A, B > 0, lak l Aexp(Bp((k )), Vk E N} .
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With . the aboye definitions, the interpolation problem is simply to
determine when the following restriction map p : Ap ---} A(V) defined
by p(f) = { f ((O}, is onto from. Ap to Ap (V) .
Definition 2.4. A discrete variety V = {(k } is an interpolating vari-
ety for A p -= Ap (Cn } if the restriction map p is onto from Ap to Ap(V ) .
Now we can state our main theorem and its corollaries, whose proofs
will be given in the next section .
Theorem 2.5 . Let V = {(k} be a discrete variety on Cn and m(> n )
be an integer. Then V is an interpolating variety for Ap(C n) if and only
if there exist m functions f l , f2i • • • ,fm E Ap(Cn ) such that
(2 .3)
	
.V C 7i lfl~
.f2~ . . . ~ .fml
and for some c, C ~ o
I? Ee)¿p(—CP((k)), Vk E N, u E S2n— 1
i =l
where Du f (1) := j_u i + • • • + jun is the directional derivative of f
along the direction u E S2n -1 . Here
S2n—1 '_ {S =(51, . . .
	
'
111 '— (iI2 + . . . -}- e = lJ .
Corollary 2 .6 . Let V = {(k} be a discrete subset of Cn and m(> n)
be an integer. . Then V is an interpolating variety for A p(Cn) if and only
if there exist m functions f1 , f2 , • • • , f,.,. E Ap such that
V C Z( ,f2, . . . Jm )
and for each k E N, there exists an n x n miñor ~ of the Jacobian matriz
of fi ,••• , fm such tha t
~? Eexp(—Cp((k)) ,
where €, C are two positive constants independent of k .
Corollary 2.7 . Let V = {(k} be a discrete subset o f Cn . Then V i s
an interpolating variety for Ap (Cn) if and only if there exist n functions
f2,f9 'L E Ap such tha t
V C Z ffi , f 2yfrzl
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and for some €, C > 0
det J~ x, . . . ((k) f  E exp(—Cp((k ) } a k E N ,
where Jf1,
. . . , fn is the Jacobian matriz of fI , • • • , fn .
Let us mention here that the sufficiency of Corollary 2 .6 or 2.7 can
not follow from [BT3] where the variety was again restricted to be the
complete intersection of some functions in Ap . In the case n = 1, a
stronger version of Corollary 2 .7 which allows arbitrary multiplicities can
be given. We refer the reader to our papers [BL1], [BL2] and [BLV] far
related results in this direction .
Remark 2.8. Observe that when the conditions (2 .3) and (2.4) are
satisfied for a weight p, they are automatically satisfied for any weight
q > p. This gives an affirmative answer to an open problem in [BT3, p .
10] for discrete varieties : Let V be an interpolating variety for Ap (Cn )
and q another weight satisfying q > p . Is V interpolating forA q (Cn )?
We conclude this section by providing an interpolation example usin g
Theorem 2.5 .
Example 2.9 . Let pi : C --} [0, oo) be weights in C (1 Ç j Ç n) and
Vi = {zk,i }11 1 be an interpolating variety for Apa (C) . Then we claim
that
V := «k = (Ck,1, • ,(k,n) E V.? }7:1 1
is an interpolating variety for Ap(cn) , where p(e) = p i (e) + • • • +pn (In)
for ~ -- ( e I , . . . ' en) .
In fact, since Vi is an interpolating variety for Api , we know that by
Corollary 2 .7, there exists an entire function fi (z) in .r4pi (C } such that
V~ C Z(fi ) and far some Ea , ci > 0 ,
.f.;((k,i) ~ Ei exp ( —cipi (g-k,j) } .
Let
Fi(1) fi(1.i) (1  n) .
Then clearly, Fi E Ap (Cn ) and V c Z(Fl , • • • , Fn ) . Moreover ,
det JF t(k) ?
E exp(--cp((k)} ,
with c = max ci , e = E l • • • En . Now we conclude by Corollary 2 .7 that V
is an interpolating variety for Ap (Cn) . Furthermore, V1 x • • • x Vn is also
an interpolation variety. As a concrete example, we see that the lattice
V_,?2x . . .xz2 =
= ,(n.) C Cn
: E 2'2, Ç .7 n},
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where Z2 = {m + in : m, n E Z}, is an interpolating variety for AP(Cn )
with p(e) _ = + • • • + 11n1 2 for = (Ci,•• • , fin) E C om , since it
is known that Z 2 is an interpolating variety for AP(C) with p(z) = lzl 2
for z E C .
3 . Proofs of Theorem 2.5 and its corollaries. Let us first prove
the following lemmas .
Lemma 3 .1 . Let {(k } be a discrete subset of Cn and 6k
ç k l} . If for some constants e, B > 0
(3 .1)
	
Sk > eexp(—Bp((k)), k E C
then there exists a M~ 0 such that
E exp(—Mp((k)) < oo .
k= 1
Proof: Denote
nk = min{l,Sk }
and
,= B ((k nk ) := {e E Cn : le – (k  710 -
Let dV(1) be the Euclidean volume element in Cn and 113k1 = f~ k dV(1) .
Then (3 .1) implies that
I Bkl ? e l exP(—B ip((k) )
for some positive numbers e l , Bl . We then conclude that for large M ,
E eXP(—Mp((k)) = E TT L k exP(—Mp(Srç))dV (1) ~
1 E f exp((B i — M)p((k)) dV~~) ~
_ El k–1 k
< cz(Bi — M) É f eXp(Ci(Bi — M)p(C))dV(1) ~
k= 1
C,a(B1 — M)
¡n
J eXP(C i (Bi — M)p(())dV(I) < o0
by virtue of the property (2 .2) and (2 .1) of the weight p . ■
k=1 k=1
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Lemma 3 .2 . Let f1, • • • , f,n be m(> n) entire functions in Cn . Then
m
(3 .2) ~~?eexp(—Cp((k)), Vk E N, u E S2n- 1
j=1
for some constants E, C > o if and only if far each k E N, there exists a
n x n minor J'C of the Jacobian matrix Jfl . . . fm of f1 , • • • , fr, L such that
(3 .3)
	
~ ? E l exP(—cip((k)) ,
where Ei, C1 are two positive constants independent of k .
Proof: For any matrix A = (aj á ), we define I = Ei ,i . Then
it is easy to verify that
IIAB II < IIA IIXII B I I
far any matrices A and B provided that the left hand side of the aboye
inequality makes sense .
Suppose that there exist some constants E, C > o such that (3 .2) holds .
Denote J := Jfx , . . . , fm , which is a m x n matrix-valued function . Then
for any u = (u 1 . • - un) E S2n-- 1, if Ju' = v, then
(3.4) Il v((k)II ? eexp(—CP((k)) ,
where u t denotes the transpose of u . This shows that for each k, the
kernel of the mapping J((k ) : Cn —> Cm , defined by J(u) = J • u t
for u = (u i , . . . , un ), is zero and thus the dimension of the image 3(C )
is n . Up to an isomorphism, we can identify J(Cn ) with the space Cn .
It is then clear that there exists an operator T : Cm —} Cn , given by a
n x m matrix such that Tvt = v' for v E,7(Cn) and HTII Ç L for some
constant .L > 0 . Let Q = Tj. Then it is easy to check that the image
Q(Cn) is the whole space Cn . Thus, the matrix Q is invertible . Now
set P = Q—1T. Then PJ = (T3)T3 = En , the n x n unit matrix .
By the well-known Binet -Cauchy theorem (seo e.g . [A]}, any r-rowed
determinant of P~ is equal to a sum of terms each of which is a product
of an r-rowed determinant of P and an r-rowed determinant of J. In
particular, we have that
N
(3.5) E(det Pl)(det ) = det Eme, = 1,
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where N is an integer only depending on n and m, and ~z and a are
n x n minors of P and ,T, respectively. On the other hand, far any
u E S2n-1 , we have that Qut = Tjut = ju t and so that by (3 .4) ,
llQu t il > eexp(—cp ((k )) •
Notice that det Q = A l • • • an, where ai s are eigenvalues of Q . Let E
S2n- l be the unit eigenvector corresponding to ai . Then
QuS,a = ài va j .
Hence
nP■ il = 1IQu II ? EexP(—cp((k) )
l Ail ? ~eexP(—Cp ((k )) •
We then have that
n
1
?
~ exp(—Cnp((k)) •
It is obvious that
IIQ((k)II =I~ I x I Ç
LII .7((k)II LAexP(Bp( (k ) )
for some constants A, B > 0 since the fl , • • • , fm are in the space Ap
and Ap is closed under differentiation . Thus, Q *((k ) < A l exp(Blp(0)
for some constants A l , B 1 > O, where Q * denotes the adjoint matrix of
Q. It now follows tha t
1Q* ((k) c A2 exp (B2 p~Sk) )ilQ((k)I1 = Il detQ((k) I I
and thus that
IIPII = LI1Q -1 11 ~ LA2exp(B2p((k)) •
Therefore, each n x n minor PI (1 = 1, • • • , N) of P satisfies that
~ det < A3 exp(B3p((k)) .
It follows from (3 .5) that there exists at least one of 1 (1 = 1, • • • , N )
such that
1
1 det ~ ~ > NA3 exp(—B3p((k)) .
or
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This concludes the proof of the necessity .
Conversely, if (3 .3) holds far some e l , C1 > O . For any u E S2nT1 , we
let 1Cu' = v . Then u t = 1C'v and thus
(3 .$) II~II <_ Ix lvii,
	
or Ilv ll ? I '
Notice that JC —1 = dl*lc , where JC* denotes the adjoint matrix of 1C .
Since Ap is closed under differentiation, we deduce that
IIK* (OII 5 A 4 eXp (B4pO, E Cn
and thus that by (3 .3) ,
I~
A4
eXP((B4 ~- Cl)p(e)) ,
for some constants A 4 , B4 > O . We then obtain that, by (3 .5) and taking
into account that ii uil ~ ~ for any u E S"' ,
~iv ll ?
E l
for some constants e, C > O . Hence
m
E IDu .fi((k)I = 113'41 ? 11Kut II ? eexp(—CP((k)) •
j= 1
The proof of the lemma is thus complete . ■
We are now going to prove Theorem 2 .5 . In the sequel, we shall use A
and B to denote positive constants the actual values of which may vary
from one occurrence to the next . .
Proof of Theorem 2.5 : Sufficiency : For any fixed k E N, consider the
entire function
fi,u (z) := ,fi (( k + uz) : C , c ,
Then
1 Ç j Ç m, u = (u i , . . . , un ) E S 2' 1 ,
f, u(o) =
af~~(k) u~ + af~~(k) u2 + . + aa~~sk)
un = Dufi ((k )
Therefore, by (2 .4),
E lf'j,u(o)l  E exp(-Cp((k)) .
J=1
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It follows then that for any 'u E S2n-1 there exists a ju such that 1 <ju m and
(3 .7) ? eexp(—cp((k)) •
Denote
Vu = {z E C : fi,u,u (z) = 0}
and
d u =min{1, dist{0, Vu \{O}} .
Since fj„ E AP , we have, in lzl 1
lf,(z )I = 1fj((k + ux)1 < Aexp(Bp((k + uz)) ,
for some constants A, B > 0 independent of u and k . However ,
ICk +ux – SkI = luzIz1 <1 .
Thus by the property (2 .2) of p, we deduce that
P((k + uz) Cip(( k ) + C2 ,
with C l and C2 being the saure as in (2 .2) . This yields that
If,(z)!  AexP(Bp((k)), lzj  1
with A, B > 0 independent of u, k . Set
gu(z) fi., u (z ) : C C.
z
Then on jzl = 1 and so in Izj < 1 by the Maximum Modulus Theorem ,
(3 .8) I9u( z ) I A exp(Bp((k)) .
Therefore, the function
Gu (z ) ;=	 9u(z)-9u ( o)
3Aexp(Bp((k ) )
satisfies that Cu(0) = 0 and I Gu(z) l < 1 in IzI < 1. By the Schwarz
Lemma (see e .g. [IGu(z)l < lzl in jzl < 1. In particular, letting
a 0 be any zero of fiu,u in Iz1 < 1, then we have, in view of (3 .7) ,
kI ? IGu(a)1 _ 1
9w(0)
3A exp(Bp((k ) )
f,Lu(0 )
= 1 3A exp(Bp((k )) ' > el
exP~ — ~iP~Ck~~
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for some positive constants E1, c 1 (E1 < 1) which are independent of u
and k . This implies that
(3.9) du > el exP(–cip((k)) •
Using the Carathèodory inequality for gu (z) (see e.g. [Le, p. 19]), we
have that in Izi <
log ~9w(z) –2X log( max {I9~,(z) I)- )gu (0) du –
	
Iz I=d. gi.,lu )
and so that, by the fact that gu (0) = f 'iu,u (0), (3 .7) and (3 .8) ,
I gu(z )I eXP(-C2P((k)) ,
where e 2 , c2 are positive numbers independent of k and u . Let
dk = e l exP(–cip((k)) ,
where e l and c l are the saure as in (3 .9) . Then for lxl = 4, we have
that
If,(z)I _ Ix9u(z ) I ! E3 8XP( -C3P((k)) •
Thus, we have proved that for any u E S2n-1, there exists a j u with
1 < ju < n such that for Iz1 = Zk
l(k + 2iz)I 1 EBXP(-cP((k)) •
and so that we always have
m
(3 .10) E l+uz)j > E87cP(-cp((k)), u E S2n-1 , Iz1 = 2k
'j=1
for some positive constants c and c(€ < 1) independent of k and u .
Now for any k E N, consider the neighborhood
Uk := E cn : - (k 1 < _ }
~
of (k , where d~ is defined as above . Note that far any E aUk , we have
= (k + ul--ck for some unit vector ul__ck E
S2n-1 . Hence by (3 .10) ,
we have that for E aUk ,
m
(3.11) E Ifi(I) I
j=l
I+ Zk26~-Ck)I ? eexP(–cp((k)) .
m
j=1
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S(fi , f2, . . fm ; E, c) = lS E Cn E I

< E exP(— cpW)} .
j=1
The component of S(fi , f2 , • • • , f ,.n ; E, c) containing (k is denoted by 121 .
Then obviously, Vk C Uk by (3 .11) . We claim that Uk does not contai n
any (i if j k. In fact, letting d'i = I(i -- (k l, we know that (i =
~k + d'i uci _ck far some unit vector uci _ c k E S 2' 1 . By the definition o f
du and (3 .9), we deduce that
~
d'i ? duci_ck  E l exP(—clp((k)} = d k .
This implies that (3 Uk .
Thus fór any sequence {ak} E Ap(V), we can define an analytic func-
tionF(e) : S( f1 ,••• , f,n ;E,c) 1-4 C by :
íak, if z E 17k ;
F(z) _
O, ifzES(fi , . .
Then the sufficiency follows from the following semi-local to global ex-
tension theorem ([BT2I) : suppose that for some E, c > 4 a is a function
analytic on S(fi , • • • , fm ; E, c) such that
~<Al exp(BipW)
for all 1 E SUD . . . , fm ; E, c} . Then there exists an entire function f E
Ap , constants E1, c 1 , A, B ~ 4 such that for E S(f i , • • • , E, c) ,
f (1) — a() = (91,f1+ + gmf,)(1)
and (e) ~ Ç A exp(Bp(1 ) } for all 1 E S ( f1, • • • , fm; E1, e 1 ) . In particular ,
f (1) = )i(1) on Z( f1 , • • • , fm) . Applying this result with )i(1) _ F(1), we
then obtain an entire function f E Ap (Cn) such that f ((k) = F((k ) = ak .
This completes the proof of sufficiency .
Necessity : For any M ~ O, we set
E = {a = {ak}kEN ~ Iakl exp(—Mp((k)) < 1,k E N} .
Then the space E is complete under the metric induced by the norm
~~aIIE := sup{lak j exp(—Mp((k)) : k E N} .
168
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For 1 E N, let
Ec = {f E A P : 1 ~ l exP(lp(I))} .
By the hypothesis that {(k } is an interpolating variety for AP(Cn ), we
see that E = Ul° l É~, where Éi :_ {{f(()} E E : f E Ei} .
We next prove that each Él is closed subset of E . In fact, suppose that
fi is a sequence of functions in El satisfying that for each j, {fi ((k)} E E
and
{fi((k)}—*aEE, as j —> oo .
Since j < l exp(l(p(I)} for any j E N and the weight p has the
property (2.2), {f} is locally bounded . By the Cn version of Montel' s
theorem (see e .g . [G, p. 54]}, {fj} is a normal family. By passing to
subsequence, we can assume, without loss of generality, that fi —> f
normally . Now, it follows from the Weierstrass theorem that f is an
entire function on Cn . It is clear that f E El and {f(Ck)} = a by the~ ..
uniqueness of limi t . Thus a E Ei . That is, Él is closed . We conclude
by the the Baire-category theorem (see e .g . [La]) that some Ei has
non-empty interior . It is no loss of generality to assume that
É~ D {aEE :~ I a l 1 E <e}
for some e > O, from which we readily obtain a sequence {h k } with
h k E Ei such that
(3 .12) hk((k) = eexP(Mp((k)) and %2k(Si) = O,j ~ k .
Recali that SZn-1= {u = (
. .
. , un) E C n ' I . . -I- IunI2)2 =
1}. We can cover 52n-1 by its n subsets
0i :_ {u = (u 1 , . . . , un,) E S2n1 l~ -}
(1 Ç j Ç n) . That is, S2n-1 = U;:' 1q i . For each fixed j(1 Ç j n), we
define for E Cn,
(3 .13) fi(S) = >(i — Sk,i)hl(1)/eXP(2Mp((k)), 1 < j < n ,
k= 1
where = ~ ~ 1 , • • • ,W and (k = (Ck, 1 , • - • , ( k, ,.L ) . We shall prove that fo r
each j, the aboye series converges to an entire function fa in Ap(Cn) .
Assuming this for the moment, we see that
(3 .14) V C Z(fl, f2, . . . ,fam,)
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and f3 can be expanded into the following power series at each (k ,
= 6 2 l 1i — (k,i)+
~
+
	
111 — (k,1 )zl . . . l~~ — (k, j )zi +1 . . . (In —
From this, it follows tha t
(3 .15) o.fi((k) := ((Ck), » , áfn ()) = (0, . . . , 0,62,0, . . , o)
with the j-th entry being e2 . On the other hand, for any u E S 2n— 1
there exists a j (l j < n) such that u E 0 i and so that >
Hence by (3 .15)
n
E I D .fi((k)l I DuM(k) l
i=1
afi a fi
– IulaStl((k) + . .+ui a j ((k) -~ . . .+2/~,~~ñlSk~ =
(3 .16) _ l26j a~ ((k)l — E2u 7 ~ EZ~'
v~ ~
Thus, the necessity will follow from (3 .14) and (3 .16) once we show that
each fi E Ap for 1 < j c n (if m > n, we can easily add m— n functions
fn+l, • • • f,,,, such that (2 .3) and (2.4) hold) . In fact, since h k E El for
any k E N, we have for any 1 E Cn
i~ lexP(lp(l)) •
Also,
S .7 — S/c,i i 5. I ~ I+Ik I
Aexp(Bp(e)) + Aexp(Bp((k) )
for some positive constants A, B by the property (2 .1) of the weight p .
Thus, for any k E N
(3 .17)
1(1i —(k,i )hl (e)/ eXP(2Mp((k~) AexP(Bp(0) eXP((C—2M)p((k)) ,
for some constants A, B, C ~ 0 with C being independent of M. We
claim that
E exp((C 2M)p((k)) < oo ,
k=1
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provided that M is large . To this end, le t
ók = inf { K-i -- (k I}, 7]k --- min{1 ,
and
Bk = B((k ,nk) := lS E Cn IS — Ski Ç nkJ .
By repeating the proof of (3 .12) for M = 1, one can obtain another
sequence {gk } of entire functions satisfying that
(3 .18) 9k((k) = E i, 9k(SÍ) _ 0 , j k ,
where e l is a positive number, and for E Cn , k E N
(3 .19) l9kW  AexP(Bp(1) )
for some positive numbers A and B. Denote GkW = gk(l) — gk((k) .
Then G k ((k) = 0 and for le — (k i < 1
I  I+ I9k((k)I Al exP(Bip((k))
for some constants A l , B 1 > O, in view of (3 .19) and the property (2 .2 )
of p . Recali the following C n version of Schwarz's Lemma (c.f. [G ,
p . 71) : If F is holomorphic in an open neighborhood of a closed ball
B(,r) and I< cti for all 1 E B((, r), and if= o whenever
111 < m for some m E N, where 1 = ~i 1 , i 2 , • • • , i n ) is a multi-index ,
111 = i l + . + then
I FWI ar'l — (r, e E B((, r) .
Appiying this result to the function G k W with m = 1, we have that fo r
~ E 13 ((k) 1 )1
IG (1)I ç Al exp(Blp((k) } ~~ -- (kI ,
for some positive constants A 1 , B 1 . In particular, if (i E B((k ,1), j k ,
then we have that, in view of (3 .18) ,
E l = 9k((k)I = I5 Al exp(Blp((k))I(J — Sk l
or
Ki — CHI ? E i Ai 1 eXP(—Bi((k)) •
This shows that
6k > elAi-1 exP(—Bip((k))•
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It now follows from Lemma 3 .1 that
E exp((C — 2M)p((k )) := D < oo ,
k= 1
provided that M is large. Combining this result with (3.17), we know
that the series (3 .13) is uniformly convergent in compact sets of Cn and
so fi is an entire function on e'. Furthermore ,
!MI) Ç A exP(Bpn x D ,
that is, fi E AP (Cn ) .
The proof of Theorem 2 .5 is thus complete . ■
Proof of Corollary 2.6: The corollary follows directly from Theorem
2 .5 and Lemma 3 .2 . ■
Proof of Corollary 2.7: The corollary is obtained from Corollary 2 . 6
bytakingm — n. ■
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